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Abstract—Process modeling allows for analysis and improvement of processes that coordinate multiple people and tools working together to carry out a task. Process modeling typically focuses on the normative process, that is, how the collaboration transpires when everything goes as desired. Unfortunately, real-world processes rarely proceed that smoothly. A more complete analysis of a process requires that the process model also include details about what to do when exceptional situations arise. We have found that, in many cases, there are abstract patterns that capture the relationship between exception handling tasks and the normative process. Just as object-oriented design patterns facilitate the development, documentation, and maintenance of object-oriented programs, we believe that process patterns can facilitate the development, documentation, and maintenance of process models. In this paper, we focus on the exception handling patterns that we have observed over many years of process modeling. We describe these patterns using three process modeling notations: UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams, BPMN, and Little-JIL. We present both the abstract structure of the pattern as well as examples of the pattern in use. We also provide some preliminary statistical survey data to support the claim that these patterns are found commonly in actual use and discuss the relative merits of the three notations with respect to their ability to represent these patterns.

Index Terms—Exception handling patterns, process modeling, process modeling languages.

1 INTRODUCTION

A process is a sequence of activities undertaken to produce a product or other desired result. Most often a process entails the collaboration of one or more humans and one or more automated entities, such as machines or data processing systems. Processes are increasingly the objects of interest and study as their role in such diverse domains as manufacturing, healthcare, business, and government becomes more prominent. The pivotal importance of being sure that processes in such domains are efficient and free of defects has led to growing interest in how best to represent these processes with models. Such models can be used as the subjects of analyses that are aimed at suggesting improvements both to how the processes are performed and indeed to the processes themselves. To understand and analyze a process fully, it is important for a process model to include descriptions of the process behavior under exceptional circumstances. This paper focuses on common approaches to exception handling in real-world processes and issues that arise when specifying precisely these exception handling approaches in different process modeling notations.

For the purposes of this paper, we consider a process model to be composed of tasks along with specification of the data and control flow between those tasks. Data flow specifications indicate how the data items generated in one task are used in later tasks, while control flow specifications provide task sequencing information, such as branching, iteration, and parallelism, which effect the coordination of the actors carrying out the individual process tasks. The actors might be humans or mechanical devices, or software systems such as Web services, depending on the nature of the task. Process models may further identify resources that are needed to support the actors in their efforts to complete a task. Tasks may have deadlines associated with them.

Process models typically represent how all of these types of entities are related and coordinated in order to support better understanding of the processes being modeled and to support analysis that could lead to improvements to the processes. Examples of the coordination understandings typically sought are these: Which actors should perform which tasks? When does a task need to be done? What information and resources does an actor need to complete its tasks? Process improvements can then be supported either by following the dictates of models that have been improved or by having such models actually guide the performance of some or all of the process tasks. In particular, a process model with sufficient details can be used to guide the assignment of tasks to actors, the allocation of resources to tasks, the collection of the results...
of performing tasks and transfer of such results to other tasks requiring them, and the monitoring of task deadlines. The real work of a process is typically done by the actors, but much of the coordination and monitoring of the progress of the tasks of a process can be effected by the execution of such a process model.

Process models have been used in many application domains, such as software engineering [1], [2], [3], business [4], [5], [6], [7], healthcare provision [8], [9], [10], and e-government [11], [12], [13], [14].

1.1 Exceptions in Processes

While creating a process model, the modeler typically begins by capturing the normative, or desirable, behavior of the process. This behavior is modeled by defining the coordination among the tasks, artifacts, and actors that the modeler expects to occur when everything goes well. For example, planning a trip typically involves identifying the dates of travel, securing one or more hotel reservations, booking flights, perhaps renting a car, and making sure that the travel schedule is consistent with the plans of all people who are relevant to the travel. This can be modeled as a collection of tasks involving different actors, with some tasks happening in parallel and others sequentially, all having deadlines and with some, like scheduling a time for a meeting with a person to be visited, risking conflicts and contention which will have to be resolved. This normative desirable behavior is sometimes referred to as the “happy path.”

Once the normative behavior has been modeled, the modeler should next think about what might go wrong. What if the desired hotel is fully booked on the requested days? What if the airfare requested by the airline is unexpectedly high? What if a Website needed to complete a reservation is unavailable? What if the person who is to be visited will not be available on any of the days when the trip is planned? In any but the most trivial processes, opportunities for problems like these can be expected to arise from time to time. People or needed resources might be unavailable when they are needed, the actions they take might be incorrect or inappropriate, or deadlines might not be met. In each of these cases, additional action is required beyond the normative path. We refer to these deviations from the happy path as exception handling and the conditions that lead to these additional actions as exceptions. In some cases, exceptions might not be particularly unusual or surprising, such as when trying to book a flight the day before a trip. Nevertheless, handling these conditions requires expanding the process beyond the “happy path.” In real processes, the number and complexity of these exceptional situations are typically quite large, and the need to assure that they are all handled as efficiently and correctly as possible may be quite important. Process models can and should be used to support the understanding of these exceptional situations and their handling in order to support such assurance. Thus, it is of considerable importance to not only specify precisely the normative behavior of a process, but also to provide a precise definition of a process’s exceptional behaviors and how they should be handled. Specifying exceptional behavior requires, at the least, identifying the tasks in which exceptions are known to occur, identifying exactly what each exception is, understanding what tasks and subprocesses are needed to handle each exception, and specifying how to proceed once each exception has been handled.

We believe that process models that do not specify these behaviors carefully and precisely are incomplete and inadequate. Thus, we are unsatisfied with the approach of dealing with exceptions by allowing a process model to be modified dynamically in real time when an exception occurs (for example, as suggested in [15]). This may be acceptable in situations where a completely unexpected situation has arisen or where (as in the case of a process for “planning a trip”) improvisation, which might lead to tardy or imperfect process performance, may be acceptable. In the case of processes used in critical domains such as medical care, however, it is imperative that a process model represent behaviors to undertake when all undesirable, but not unexpected, situations arise. Thus, for example, the surgical team that is about to perform heart surgery (and the patient!) must know that the team has efficient and effective plans for dealing with any of the many undesirable events that might occur during surgery. By modeling behaviors for handling undesirable situations as precisely and completely as possible, the model can provide the basis for analysis aimed at ensuring the correctness of the handling of exceptions. During process execution, the actors remain responsible for identifying exceptional conditions, carrying out the needed exception handling, and assuring that the exception handling is successful. In some domains, such well-defined processes may be primarily used for training the people who will participate in the processes, while in other domains, they might serve as reliable sources of guidance to the actors while performing the process.

Incomplete process models, including those that fail to model exceptional situations and their handling, can result in misunderstandings between the actors performing the processes, which, in turn, can lead to errors with serious consequences. In the medical domain, imprecise or missing specification of how a process should deal with exceptional situations can lead different people to handle the same situation differently, based on personal style, level of experience, and the actions of other people [8]. Yet, Henneman et al. [16] observe that models of medical processes often capture only the normative process and leave out specification of how to handle exceptions. This makes it impossible to analyze whether or not the handling of exceptions preserves process properties that are required or desirable. Consequently, this may result in inconsistent handling of exceptions, which creates the potential for errors due to misunderstandings.

Because we believe that it is essential that process models incorporate adequate specifications of exception handling, we have paid considerable attention to exceptional scenarios in our work with processes. Our experience has suggested that there are standard ways in which the actual performers of processes tend to deal with exceptions. These standard exception management approaches can be identified sufficiently well that they might then be represented clearly as integral and key features of process models, thereby making those process models much more complete and suitable as bases for analysis and improvement. Thus, the work we describe here has two objectives: 1) the
identification of standard exception management approaches and 2) the clear representation of these approaches as components of models of processes that incorporate exception management.

1.2 Exception Handling Patterns in Processes

To address the first objective of this paper, we have explored the use of patterns. The notion of patterns gained prominence in the computer science community with the publication of Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software [17] in 1994. In this seminal work, Gamma et al. observed how the mechanisms commonly found in object-oriented languages, principally classes, inheritance, and polymorphism, can be combined in specific ways to solve common design problems. The introduction of design patterns raised the level of abstraction with which programmers and designers could discuss software. It is now possible to speak of Singletons or Visitors, for example, as a common abstraction, simplifying the development and documentation of software, and the ease of understanding and maintaining that software.

There is a growing body of research into exception handling patterns for application programming languages as well. Stelting [18] describes how to use design patterns to manage exceptions. For example, the Singleton pattern can be used to eliminate unnecessary creation of exception objects, or the Adapter pattern can be used to translate exceptions between legacy software and the calling code. Haase [19] describes exception handling idioms in the context of Java programming. Longshaw and Woods [20], [21] describe patterns of exception handling for multitier information systems. For example, they define the Log at Distribution Boundary pattern, which states that errors with technology, such as inability to connect to a database, should be logged in detail on the system on which they occurred with only summary information passed back over the distribution boundary.

Simultaneously, there is growing interest in identifying patterns within the process and workflow community. The concept of process patterns has been explored by Coplien [22] and later by Ambler [23]. The patterns they identify focus on the domain of software development, identifying common ways of addressing recurring software development activities, such as software release. Thus, they focus on domain-specific patterns, whereas our focus is on domain-independent patterns.

Russell, van der Aalst, and ter Hofstede have begun to investigate the occurrence of patterns within workflow. They categorize patterns in four workflow definition semantic domains: control flow [24], [25], data flow [26], resources [27], and exception handling [28]. Their control flow patterns follow the usual approach taken in the pattern community of identifying solutions to common problems. In contrast, their exception handling patterns lack the focus on common problems and instead define patterns by considering a large number of combinations of the underlying exception handling mechanisms. The approach that we take in this paper is to focus on the common problems that can be solved with exception handling. We return to a more careful comparison of our work with this exception handling patterns work in Section 5.

Our experience in defining processes in a variety of domains has indicated that certain behaviors recur frequently and thus seem to comprise specifiable patterns that are very much in the same spirit as design and programming language patterns. The identification and the subsequent use of such patterns have facilitated writing and reasoning about processes that employ these patterns. Some of these patterns deal specifically with exceptions and their handling. Thus, we believe that recognition of exception handling patterns and use of standard idioms to encode them can lead to improved readability and understandability of process definitions.

1.3 Defining Exception Handling Patterns in Process Languages

To address the second objective of this paper, we advocate the use of process modeling languages that incorporate specific facilities for strongly supporting the modeling of process exceptional situations and their handling. An appropriately articulate language, for example, would be one that facilitates the desired clear separation of exceptional behavior from normative behavior and can serve as a vehicle for keeping large and complex process definitions under intellectual control. It is commonly believed that support for the explicit specification and handling of exceptions in application programming languages such as Java makes programs written in these languages clearer and more amenable to effective intellectual control. Osterweil’s work [29] suggests that this is no less important and no less feasible in a process model and process language than in application software and programming languages.

Exception handling mechanisms in modern application programming languages generally consist of:

- a mechanism to throw or raise an exception,
- a mechanism to propagate an exception along with necessary data to code that can deal with the exception,
- a mechanism to catch or handle the exception, and
- a mechanism to resume execution of the normative behavior.

Adding similar mechanisms to a process modeling language gives a process modeler similar capabilities when modeling processes. Nevertheless, different process modeling languages include different constructs that interact with exception handling in interesting ways, which turns out to have a significant impact on how clearly and precisely the different languages are able to represent the patterns that we are discovering. Hence, this paper also attempts to demonstrate how three different process modeling languages could be used to represent these patterns. It is hoped that this investigation will lead to improvements in process modeling language facilities for dealing with exceptions, and thus, will also lead to the development of process models that represent exception handling more completely and more clearly.

1.4 Approach

The work described in this paper was triggered by a significant body of experiences in using a specific process modeling language, Little-JIL, to define processes in a
variety of domains, including healthcare [8], [10], labor management dispute resolution [14], software development [1], and elections [11], [12], [13]. Members of our research team have defined processes in each of these domains, and some of the processes have been nontrivial in size, consisting of hundreds of steps. In the course of defining these processes, our team members have recognized strong similarities among the ways in which the domain experts have described how they deal with exceptional situations. This led to careful attempts to characterize and categorize these different approaches to exception handling.

Initially, we informally identified three different philosophical approaches:

- Presenting alternative means to perform the same task. Thus, for example, if one hotel has no vacancies, we will try other hotels, or stay at the home of a friend or relative.
- Inserting additional tasks before returning to the normative process. Thus, for example, if the passenger’s name is wrong on the itinerary after purchasing a plane ticket, then the passenger may need to perform the extra work of contacting the airline to fix that problem.
- Aborting the current processing. If there is no date and time at which all key people can be present at a meeting, then the whole trip might be canceled, possibly requiring the cancellation of various travel arrangements.

Our attempts to be precise about these three categories of exception handling then led us to consider representing each as a pattern. This, in turn, suggested the need for a process representation formalism that would be suitable for defining these patterns. We considered three different process modeling notations, UML 2.0 activity diagrams [30], BPMN [31], and Little-JIL [32], as vehicles for defining these patterns, and found that each had identifiable strengths and weaknesses, leaving no notation that was clearly superior to the others.

We have selected UML 2.0 because it is in wide general use, with Activity Diagrams having specific application to the modeling of processes. Unfortunately, as will be seen, we found that using UML 2.0 can make it hard to say things that should be easy.

We have selected BPMN because it is particularly popular for process modeling in many business domains, and hence, we expected that it should be a strong vehicle for being clear about process patterns. Unfortunately, BPMN is not supported by a formal definition of its semantics. Thus, although BPMN models can seem to be clear, the lack of semantics makes it difficult to be sure that the precise meaning of a BPMN process (or pattern) definition is clear and understood equally by all readers.

The third notation that we have selected is Little-JIL because it seems to support process (and pattern) definitions that are both clear and precise. In addition, as it is a language that many of the authors of this paper have designed and implemented, we felt that using it in this way would facilitate the evaluation of this language and suggest ways in which it might be improved. It is also a notation where we had easy access to large, real processes that we could evaluate.

Thus, this paper uses all three notations to define patterns and illustrate their use. The paper also discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the three notations in supporting both the definitions of the patterns, and the specification of exception handling in processes in general.

The paper begins by defining the exception handling patterns that we have identified. Each pattern is first described informally, then we show how the pattern would be represented in two of the process notations whose language features show interesting alternatives in how the patterns can be expressed. For each pattern, we provide examples of the pattern as well as common variations of the pattern.

The paper also provides statistics that report the relative frequency of the use of the different patterns in example process definition. This is intended to support our claims that these observed practices are sufficiently frequently used and widespread to be considered to be patterns. The paper’s discussion section reflects on the role of these patterns in larger processes as well as the ability of the three notations to capture these patterns succinctly. The paper concludes with sections on related and future work. The paper also includes an Appendix in which we briefly describe the features of the notations that are used in the pattern descriptions to provide clarification to readers unfamiliar with any of the notations.

2 Exception Handling Patterns

In software engineering, patterns are best known in the context of object-oriented design. Object-oriented design patterns [17] present interesting ways to combine classes and define methods to address common design problems, allowing designers to reuse high-level solutions to problems rather than reinventing solutions for each new design problem. Similarly, we have found that there are interesting ways to define higher level exception handling patterns that address common exception handling problems. These patterns arise through particular combinations of the location where an exception is thrown, where the exception is caught, and where control flows after the exception is caught. Thus, it is not just the exception handling mechanism that is of interest, but how that mechanism is used within the context of reaching a particular process objective. The end result is to allow process designers to think in terms of these patterns and to be able to recognize when these patterns are useful within a process. By reusing a pattern, the process designer is relieved of the burden of designing every detail of every process from first principles and can instead use the patterns to guide the designer in the appropriate use of the mechanisms offered by the language.

In this section, we briefly introduce the exception handling patterns that we have identified. Following the style introduced in the classic Design Patterns book [17], we present our patterns as a catalog. For each pattern, we provide:

- its name;
- its intent—what recurring behavior the pattern captures;
2.1 Trying Other Alternatives

One common category of exception handling patterns describes how to deal with decisions about which of several alternative courses of action to pursue. In some cases, such decisions are based upon conditions that can be encoded directly in the process, essentially using an if-statement to make the choice. In other cases, however, it may be difficult to capture a priori all conditions for which each course of action is best suited. In these cases, it is often most effective to just present the process performer with alternatives to try. If the alternative that is tried fails, another alternative is to be tried in its place, using exception handling to move on to untried alternatives. In this category, we have identified two different exception handling patterns: ordered alternatives and unordered alternatives.

2.1.1 Pattern Name: Ordered Alternatives

Intent. There are multiple ways to accomplish a task and there is a fixed order in which the alternatives should be tried. Provision must be made for the possibility that no alternatives will be successful.

Applicability. This pattern is applicable when there is a preferred order among the alternatives that should be tried in order to execute a task.

Structure. The Little-JIL diagram in Fig. 1 depicts the structure of the Ordered Alternatives pattern. Processes are represented in Little-JIL as hierarchical decompositions into steps. Here, we see the step named Task with three substeps, each defining one way to complete the task. The icon at the left end of the black step bar of Task indicates that this is a Try step. The semantics of the Little-JIL Try step match the definition of this pattern quite closely, as the Try step semantics specify that the step’s children represent alternatives that are to be tried in order from left to right. If an alternative succeeds, the parent step is completed and no more alternatives are offered. If execution of an alternative throws an exception, the exception is handled by the handler attached to the Try step by the rightmost edge. The icon associated with the exception handler indicates that the Try step should continue with the next alternative. This continues until one of the alternative substeps succeeds. If none of the substeps succeeds, a special exception, called NoMoreAlternatives, is thrown. This exception must be handled by an ancestor of the Try step. Indicating that all alternatives have failed is part of the pattern, but the handling of that exception must take place in the context in which the pattern is used rather than as part of the pattern.

Neither BPMN nor UML have a construct similar to the Try step in Little-JIL. The result is that this pattern is expressed by chaining together the alternatives with exception handlers as shown in the UML Activity Diagram in Fig. 2. A root activity, in the figure called OrderedAlternativesPattern, is used as a context to call the execution of the Normative activity. This call is ensured by a CallBehaviorAction, which, in UML, represents the means to call an activity from within another one. Normative activity contains a set of actions to be performed by the agent and which are enclosed within a StructuredActivityNode, a structured portion of the activity that is not shared with any other portion and which can be protected by an Exception Handler. Any exception caused by the execution of any action within the structured node and having a type corresponding to the exception types handled by the handler will be caught by the exception handler. If an exception occurs, the control flow is terminated within the structured node and the flow is transferred to the Exception Handler. The exception handler will then call the first alternative, which is represented in Fig. 2 by the Alternative 1 activity using another CallBehaviorAction. The actions in the Alternative 1 activity may also be protected by an Exception Handler, which may call a second alternative if Alternative 1 fails as well. In case of no other alternatives, Alternative 2 will terminate, causing the NoMoreAlternatives exception to propagate to the call action that invoked
Reservation other hotel. If the conference hotel is full, the exception is thrown. This is handled by causing the process to continue to the next alternative.

The alternative to throw an exception. If the condition evaluates to true, it means that the alternative has succeeded. If the conditions under which an alternative will succeed are known in advance, the alternatives are better represented with a construct similar to an if-else construct in a traditional programming language. This allows the orders to be specified while avoiding the need for exception handling. This is the Exclusive Choice pattern presented with a construct similar to an if-else construct in a traditional programming language.

Variations. One variation of this pattern uses Boolean conditions after an alternative is tried, rather than expecting the alternative to throw an exception. If the condition evaluates to true, it means that the alternative has succeeded. If the condition evaluates to false, it means that the alternative failed and the process should proceed to the next alternative. The trade-off here is essentially the same as we see in procedural programming when deciding whether a function should return a status value to indicate whether it has succeeded or it should throw an exception.

If the conditions under which an alternative will succeed are known in advance, the alternatives are better represented with a construct similar to an if-else construct in a traditional programming language. This allows the orders to be specified while avoiding the need for exception handling. This is the Exclusive Choice pattern presented as a control flow pattern by van der Aalst et al. [24].

2.1.2 Pattern Name: Unordered Alternatives

Intent. There may be multiple ways of accomplishing a task, but there are occasions when a fixed order in which alternatives are to be tried is either not known or not desired. If an exception occurs while trying one way, an alternative other than all of those that have been tried previously is to be tried instead. This is to continue until an alternative succeeds or until all alternatives have been tried and have failed. In this latter case, the failure of all alternatives is signaled as an exception to be handled by the process context in which this pattern is embedded.

Applicability. This pattern applies when there are multiple ways to accomplish a task and it is not known a priori which way is the most appropriate. In this case, the decision of the order in which the alternatives are tried is deferred until runtime. If an attempted alternative fails, there is another attempt to complete the task by choosing a different alternative. There may be multiple factors that influence the order in which the alternatives are tried. For example, the state of the process or the state of the artifacts being manipulated by the process may influence the order. Additionally, some alternatives may require different resources than others, so resource availability may influence the order in which the alternatives are considered. The knowledge of the actors participating in the process may also influence the order in which alternatives are tried. In particular, a human actor might use information about the outcomes of attempting previously tried alternatives to determine which alternative is to be tried next.

Structure. The Little-JIL diagram in Fig. 5 depicts the structure of the Unordered Alternatives pattern. This pattern is the same as the previous one except that a Choice step is used rather than a Try step. This is indicated by the icon at the left end of the black step bar for Task. The semantics of the Little-JIL Choice step match the definition of this pattern.

Alternative 2, then to the parent activity owning the call action, and so on.

Participants. This pattern has three types of participants: the menu, the alternatives, and the continuer. The menu is the portion of the process that organizes the alternatives into an order. The alternatives are the various ways in which the desired task can be carried out. While the figures show three alternatives, there is no limit to the number of alternatives that could be used in this pattern. Each alternative, except possibly the last, must have the potential to throw an exception that causes consideration of the next alternative. The continuer is the exception handler that indicates that the process should continue to the next alternative.

Sample code and usage. Fig. 3 shows the use of the Unordered Alternatives pattern in a Little-JIL process to plan travel to attend a conference. This pattern can be seen in the Ordered Alternatives pattern in a Little-JIL process to plan a trip.
quite closely as the **Choice** step semantics specify that the step’s children represent the alternatives that are to be tried, without indicating any order. The semantics of the **Choice** step specify that only one alternative is to be tried. If the chosen alternative is successful, the task is complete. If the alternative is not successful, then an exception is thrown, resulting in the alternatives that have not yet been attempted to be presented to the agent. As with **Ordered Alternatives**, if all alternatives fail, the **NoMoreAlternatives** exception is thrown and should be handled in the context in which the pattern is used. In the figure, there are three alternatives to choose from, but, in general, there can be an arbitrary number of alternatives.

Again, neither UML nor BPMN have a control construct similar to the Little-JIL choice step. In these notations, **Unordered Alternatives** are represented using a conditional construct to determine which alternative the user selected. If the selected alternative fails, control loops back to allow the user to select again. Fig. 6 shows the UML representation of the Unordered Alternatives pattern. Here, the **ConsiderUserChoice** action allows the user to make a selection. The **Conditional Node** contains a test and body for each alternative. If the selected alternative succeeds, the Unordered Alternatives are complete. If not, an exception is thrown. The exception handler updates the list that the user can choose from. If more choices remain, control flows back to the action that presents the modified list to the user.

**Participants.** Like Ordered Alternatives, this pattern has three types of participants: the menu, the alternatives, and the continuer. The **menu** defines the alternatives, but, in this case, the order of the alternatives has no semantics. The **alternatives** are the various ways in which the task can be carried out. Each alternative should throw an exception that can then be handled to allow the other alternatives to be attempted. The **continuer** is the exception handler that causes the other alternatives to be reconsidered.

**Sample code and usage.** Fig. 3 also shows the steps involved in reserving a flight for a trip. Here, the user can choose either to use Southwest or to use Travelocity to reserve a flight on other airlines (since Travelocity does not list Southwest flights). If there is no flight available using the first service chosen, an exception is thrown. The exception handler continues the **Reserve flight** step by letting the user try the other alternative.

Fig. 7 shows the unordered alternative pattern being used to select a shipper. If a shipper cannot meet the delivery requirements, an exception will be thrown. The exception handler continues the **Reserve flight** step by letting the user try the other alternative.

**Variations.** As the pattern is presented here, each time that an alternative fails, only the alternatives that have not yet been tried are allowed. In another variation, all alternatives are allowed each time. There are advantages and disadvantages to each. It could be that the alternatives themselves have a lot of substructure to them. Thus, it may be possible that the same alternative could be done multiple times, with different results each time. In that case, it would be preferable to allow all the alternatives each time. On the other hand, if each alternative always produces the same result no matter how often it is tried, it is important to remove alternatives from consideration as they are attempted to avoid an infinite loop.
2.2 Inserting Behavior

Another frequently observed approach to addressing a process specification problem is to insert additional actions that are needed in order to fix problems that have been identified during execution of some task. A major characteristic that distinguishes different fixing patterns is the timing of the fixing activity with respect to when the exception is identified. In Immediate Fixing, the problems are addressed before continuing with the task, whereas in Deferred Fixing the problem is noted, perhaps worked around, and then addressed fully at some future point.

Another important consideration is the nature of the fixing activity. One possibility is for the fixing activity to be an entirely new activity designed specifically for the purpose of handling the specific exception. Another possibility is for the fixing activity to incorporate repetition of previous activities, resulting in a Retry or Rework pattern.

In this section, we first show the Immediate and Deferred Fixing patterns. Then, we show how Retry can be used to repeat a task at the time that it fails. Finally, we show a more general Exception-Driven Rework pattern in which a task’s failure is not detected immediately, requiring the task to be reexecuted at a later time.

2.2.1 Pattern Name: Immediate Fixing

Intent. When a nonnormative situation is noted, an action is taken to address the problem that caused this situation before continuing with the remainder of the process.

Applicability. This pattern allows the insertion of extra behavior to handle expected, but nonnormative, situations. It is useful in situations where some potentially disruptive problem may occur and a simple procedure exists to address the problem in such a way that the process can nevertheless continue.

Structure. Fig. 8 shows the structure of the Immediate Fixing pattern in BPMN. Here, the nonnormative situation is represented as an Intermediate (catch) Event attached to the boundary of a Task. When an Event with one of the specified triggers is detected, the flow of the process is instantly redirected through the Intermediate Event, interrupting any remaining work within the Task. The new process path is called Exception Flow. In the figure, the Exception Flow leads to a fixing activity before rejoining the normative path (called Normal Flow). The use of the control flow edges to place the exception handler in the process makes it very clear where control flows upon completion of the exception handler.

Control flow following exception handling is not represented explicitly in either UML or in Little-JIL. In UML, it depends upon where the exception handler is attached, while Little-JIL additionally requires knowledge of the semantics of the continuation icons being used. Fig. 9 shows the structure of the Immediate Fixing pattern using UML. If any exception occurs during the execution of the Task activity (details of the activity not represented in the figure), the exception is propagated to the CallBehavior-Action that initialized the activity call. The exception is then caught by the Exception Handler, which calls the Fix activity. After having fixed the problem, the process continues its execution by calling the Next Task activity.

Participants. There are two participants in the Immediate Fixing pattern: the anomaly detector and the fixer. The anomaly detector is the portion of the process that recognizes that an anomaly has occurred and notifies the process by throwing an exception. The fixer is the exception handler that fixes the problem and allows the process to resume.

Sample code and usage. Fig. 10 shows an example BPMN process in software development that demonstrates the Immediate Fixing pattern. Immediate Fixing handles exceptions caused by compilation errors that may occur in the Sub-Process Code the Modules (that is executed multiple times). After fixing the error, the control flow for this instance of coding terminates.

---

Fig. 8. The structure of the Immediate Fixing pattern in BPMN.

Fig. 9. The structure of the Immediate Fixing pattern in UML.

Fig. 10. Using the Immediate and Deferred Fixing patterns in software development.
Variations. In addition to inserting behavior, it is also possible to use this pattern to skip some tasks in the process that are inappropriate in the context of the exception. This is accomplished by placing the exception handler at the appropriate level of the calling hierarchy.

2.2.2 Pattern Name: Deferred Fixing

Intent. When a nonnormative situation is noted, action must be taken to record the situation and possibly address the situation either partially or temporarily because addressing the situation fully is either not immediately possible or not necessary. Later in the process, an additional action needs to be taken to complete the recovery from the condition that caused the occurrence of the nonnormative situation.

Applicability. This pattern is useful in preventing the process from coming to a halt even though the potentially disruptive effects of an unusual, yet predictable, situation cannot be addressed completely. The pattern is useful in those cases where addressing the problem definitively is possible only when more time or information becomes available, where the need for further work to complete the handling of the exception can be captured in the state of the process, and where temporary measures can enable the process to proceed to the point where such additional time and information have become available.

Structure. Fig. 11 is a Little-JIL depiction of the structure of this pattern. In Fig. 11, an exception is thrown during the execution of Substep 1. The exception is handled by Do temporary fix, an exception handler that makes some expedient temporary adjustment records the need for a more complete fix, and then, returns to regular processing, as indicated by the continue handler. However, at some later stage of the process, an additional step (or collection of steps), represented by the step Some step, must be executed to either complete the handling of the nonnormative condition or check that the nonnormative condition no longer exists. This check is made by an edge predicate, denoted by the parenthetical condition, prior to executing Some step, which checks the process state to determine if the fix is required. Note that the dotted line notation is not Little-JIL syntax, but is intended just to note that an arbitrary amount of work may occur between when the temporary fix takes place and the fix is completed.

Fig. 12 shows the structure of the Deferred Fixing pattern in BPMN. The Exception Flow includes a temporary fixing activity that includes the creation of a problem report. It then flows back into the Normal Flow, which may include any number of activities (indicated informally using a dotted line). A Gateway is then used to check whether a problem report exists in which case a full fixing is carried out.

Participants. There are three participants in the Deferred Fixing pattern: the detector of the anomaly, the logger/patcher, and the fixer. The anomaly detector is the portion of the process that recognizes that a problem has arisen and notifies the process by throwing an exception. The logger/patcher is responsible for recording the anomaly and possibly doing a temporary fix. In the Deferred Fixing pattern, the logger/patcher is the exception handler. The fixer is the later step that examines the log and completes the handling of the nonnormative situation. Notice that the fixer does not use an exception handling mechanism, yet is a key participant in resolving the anomaly.

Sample code and usage. Fig. 10 includes an example of the Deferred Fixing pattern. Deferred Fixing handles exceptions caused by potential test case failures during program testing (represented in the Sub-Process Test the Program). Here, every failure is recorded in a test log before the control flow for this instance of testing terminates. Failures, if recorded, are fixed only after all instances of testing have been completed.

Fig. 13 shows another example of the Deferred Fixing pattern in use, this time in Little-JIL. Here, the traveler has successfully reserved a flight, but the Website that is used to allow the user to select a seat is unavailable. Reserve flight throws the SeatSelectionWebsiteIsDown exception. This is handled by making a note to select seats later and then continuing with reserving the hotel and car. At some later point in the process, a test is made to see if the seats have been selected. If not, the Select plane seats step is executed.
2.2.3 Pattern Name: Retry

Intent. When a problem is detected immediately after the execution of the activity causing the problem, an action is taken to address the problem and then the activity that caused the problem is tried again.

Applicability. This pattern is applicable when an activity fails but a change to the state or insertion of a short pause seems likely to allow the activity to succeed if it is tried again. This is a common approach when input to an activity is incorrect, such as a credit card number, or transient hardware failures occur, as when using the Internet.

Structure. Fig. 14 shows the structure of the Retry pattern in Little-JIL. Here, an exception is thrown during the Do the work step. It is handled by the Retry step, which first performs a step to Update Context followed by recursively carrying out the Task step. The Update Context step may also be responsible for determining whether to continue with retrying the Task or whether to give up and propagate the exception to be handled elsewhere. This is important to avoid retrying the same task indefinitely. On completion of the Retry step, the Task that it is an exception handler for is complete. Fig. 15 shows the structure in BPMN. Here, the Exception Flow contains Update Context, and then, loops back to Task. An additional Exception Flow is defined for giving up retry and propagating the exception to be handled elsewhere.

Participants. This pattern contains the same two participants as in Immediate Fixing. The anomaly detector is similar, but the fixer has a more refined structure consisting of a step to update the context prior to a retriable activity, which is the activity that is recursively or iteratively invoked after the context update.

Sample code and usage. In Fig. 16, we show the trip planning process using the Retry pattern. Here, if it is not possible to get a flight that fits the original plan, the Reserve flight step throws the FlightNotAvailable exception. This is handled by the Revise plan step, which revises the dates and then uses the Make the reservations step recursively. When the exception handler completes, the initial Make the reservations step is also complete due to the complete semantics associated with the exception handler.

Variations. In some cases, it may be reasonable for the fixer to be missing or play a minimal role. For example, if the exception being handled is that a Website is not responding, the fixer might simply insert a delay before retrying the Website, or it might count the number of retries and abort if repeated attempts fail.

2.2.4 Pattern Name: Exception-Driven Rework

Intent. An arbitrary amount of time can pass between the occurrence of a problem and its detection. During that time, other activities whose executions depend on the activity in which the problem occurred can be executed. Once the problem is detected, the fixing of the problem includes the reexecution of the activity that introduced the problem originally.

Applicability. Exception-driven Rework is a generalization of Retry. It is applicable in almost the same situations as Retry, except that it relaxes the requirement that no time elapses between the occurrence and the detection of the problem. In the Retry pattern, a problem with the original work is detected immediately after the occurrence of a problem, and this detection, in turn, causes the repeated work to also be done immediately. Exception-driven Rework allows for the detection of the problem and

1. The Make the reservations step at the bottom of the diagram is a reference step. Its execution results in a recursive execution of the Make the reservations step defined earlier.
the repeated work performed to fix the problem to take place at any time, perhaps even after a significant amount of time has elapsed since the problem was created.

**Structure.** Exception-driven Rework is itself a case of the more general notion of Rework, where the rework need not be triggered by an exception, but simply entails the reexecution of a step executed at some point in the past. Cass et al. [33] provide a much more complete definition and description of rework.

**Participants.** The participants in this pattern are the anomaly detector and the fixer. As in the case of the Retry pattern, the fixer can be further decomposed into a structure that contains a step to update the context prior to executing a retriable activity.

**Sample code and usage.** An example of Exception-driven Rework can be found in the medical process domain. Fig. 17 shows a snippet from a chemotherapy preparation process. At some point earlier in the process, a doctor has entered medication dosages as part of her/his orders for treatment of a patient. As a safety check, a nurse later uses patient height and weight data to manually recalculate the doses of these same medications and then attempts to confirm that newly calculated doses match the doses ordered by the doctor. If the doses do not match, the nurse needs to notify the doctor of this problem, then the doctor needs to reenter the correct doses by reworking a previously executed medication entering activity, which now is done in a new context, namely, one in which the previous faulty performance is now a part of the history of the execution of the process. After the doctor has entered the new doses, the nurse needs to retry (also in a new context) the activity he/she failed to complete, namely, confirming that the manually calculated doses match the ones just entered by the doctor.

**Variations.** Rework is often accompanied by a ripple effect. Other already executed activities in a process may depend on the decisions made in or the outputs produced by the problematic activity. In that case, simply reworking the problematic activity is not sufficient. To fully fix the problem, the already executed activities that are dependent on the problematic one should also be revisited.

### 2.3 Canceling Behavior

A final category of exception handling patterns is one in which an action being contemplated must not be allowed for some reason.

#### 2.3.1 Pattern Name: Reject

**Intent.** It sometimes becomes apparent that an action being contemplated should not be allowed. The agent contemplating the action must be notified and allowed to make adjustments or changes and try again, if so desired.

**Applicability.** This pattern creates an entry barrier to a part of a process.

**Structure.** There are different ways to represent the structure of the Reject pattern using UML. One simple way is given in Fig. 18 using a Decision Node represented in the figure by a diamond and Guards on its output edges. The guards check the result of the Validate Process Inputs action, and accordingly decide to continue to the next step if the inputs are valid or to notify the agent of their rejection if they are not. There is a single final state which both the nominal and exceptional flows reach.

Fig. 19 shows the Reject pattern in BPMN notation. Here, the Exception Flow simply contains an End Event that throws a Message of notification. In contrast to the UML structure, here, we have two final states, one for the normative flow and another for the exceptional flow.

**Participants.** The Reject pattern consists of a validator and a rejecter. The validator determines if the input should be accepted or not. The rejecter is an activity that causes the portion of the process that handles the rejected input to be canceled.

**Sample code and usage.** Many processes incorporate checks of various conditions that must be satisfied in order for a portion or the entirety of the process is to continue. Thus, in Fig. 20, we show a Little-JIL process that cancels a trip if there is no flight available for the trip. This happens because the exception handling semantics in this case is to rethrow the exception, denoted by the upward pointing
arrow on the exception handler. Note that this process would seem to have the same goal as the process depicted in Fig. 16, but the processes differ in the actions taken when there is no flight available. In the earlier example, we revised plans and tried again. In this example, we simply give up. Still another approach to dealing with this situation would be to allow the user to make the choice, leading to a process that utilizes both patterns. In this case, rejecting the input results in the entire process being aborted.

Fig. 21 provides one more example of the use of this pattern, this time in a software development process written in UML. This example shows a process, Make a good fix, for fixing a module. The process begins by coding the improved module. Then, there is a check to see if the module has really been improved (for example, by testing, formal and/or informal analysis). If we decide that the purported fix is not really an improvement, we reject the fix instead of accepting it in the next step. Here, an exception handler higher in the process (not shown) would catch the propagated exception and allow software development to continue, but without the fix that was rejected.

Variations. The Reject pattern can be used either to abort the entire process or to abort only part of the process. To abort part of the process, an exception handler higher in the call hierarchy will need to handle the exception to allow the process to continue.

2.3.2 Pattern Name: Compensate

Intent. When canceling an activity, it is often necessary to undo work that has already been completed. This pattern addresses the need to determine what work must be undone and to then execute the compensating action(s) needed in order to undo it.

Applicability. This pattern is particularly useful in contexts in which it is not possible to know at the outset that a task will succeed, or the results produced by the task will prove ultimately to be acceptable. Because of this, the process must incorporate mechanisms for undoing the part(s) of the task that did complete and/or replacing the outputs that proved to be unacceptable. In some cases, the state of the process after compensation may appear to be the same as if the failed activities never occurred. Often, however, there will be a record that the activity occurred but the compensating activity nullifies the effect of the original activity, as when a credit card credit compensates for a credit card charge.

Structure. Fig. 22 shows the structure of the Compensate pattern in BPMN, using BPMN’s Compensation construct. Compensation rolls back some of the effects of a Transaction. A Transaction is based on a formal business relationship and unanimous agreement among two or more participants. It is modeled as a Sub-Process with a double-line boundary. A Cancellation Event attached to this boundary will interrupt the Transaction and make the process continue along the Exception Flow specified. However, before starting the Exception Flow, any completed activities within the Transaction that have Compensation activities are undone by explicitly defined rollback activities. This is modeled by attaching a Compensation Event to the boundary of that activity, and connecting it to a special kind of activity, a Compensation activity (represented using a rewind symbol). In the figure, two normative tasks are defined in a parallel flow that allows their execution in any order (which corresponds to the parallel construct in Little-JIL). A Compensation activity is defined only for Task 1. When a cancellation of the Transaction occurs after Task 1 has completed, the Compensation activity is executed, and then, the Exception Flow defined for the Transaction is activated. The BPMN diagram nicely demonstrates how the Compensate pattern is typically used within the larger context of a parent process.

Neither Little-JIL nor UML have a compensation construct. This makes the Compensation pattern more difficult to express in the general case. This is because it now becomes necessary to define tests in the process to determine which steps are complete in order to know which compensation actions are required when an exception occurs. Fig. 23 shows...
how this would be expressed in Little-JIL. Step 1 and Step 2 are done in parallel. If Step 2 fails but Step 1 completes, an exception handler is used to compensate for the effects of Step 1. Notice that the process needs to check explicitly if Step 1 is complete in its exception handler.

**Participants.** The participants in this pattern are the Actor, the Canceller, and the Compensator. The Actor performs some task that the Canceller later wants to undo. The undo is accomplished by the Compensator, which understands the work that was completed and how to undo it.

**Sample code and usage.** Fig. 24 shows another variation of the Little-JIL process of planning a trip. In this example, the reservations can be obtained in any order. If we fail to get a flight, we cancel the trip. This will require cancelling hotel and car reservations if those activities have already completed. The crucial difference between this example and the one in Fig. 20 is that, in the earlier example, the user got the plane reservation first and thus had nothing to cancel if there was no flight available. In this example, the user can do the three reservations in any order, and potentially concurrently, so we need to determine what was accomplished if we need to cancel the trip.

Fig. 25 shows a BPMN example process of customer order management. It is modeled using a Transaction Manage Customer Order that includes activities of charging the customer and sending a receipt of payment, and picking the ordered product from the warehouse and shipping it to the customer. Three of these activities are associated with Compensation Activities. When a cancellation (for example, an order cancellation) occurs, any of the three activities that has completed is compensated as specified in reverse order of the normative flow. After the Transaction is fully rolled back, the control flow is redirected according to the Exception Flow defined on the parent level.

**Variations.** Compensation can be combined with other patterns. In particular, any time that an activity fails with an exception, it may be necessary to undo some work that has been completed. Thus, compensation could form part of the exception handling used in any of the preceding patterns.

Another variation is that it is not always necessary to include in the process the tests to determine what work needs to be compensated, even in the absence of a compensation construct like BPMN has. This is the case if the location of the exception handler is sufficient to determine what work is complete, as would be the case if the compensation was in the context of sequential tasks rather than concurrent tasks.

3 Evaluation of Exception Handling Patterns

To evaluate the catalogue of exception handling patterns, we examined several existing definitions of real-world processes. The main question we were interested in was how well the exceptional situations encountered in the real world can be specified by the exception handling patterns from the catalogue. Associated goals were to determine the relative frequencies of the occurrence of the various patterns in the definitions of the real-world processes, and gaining some intuition about the amount of effort entailed in representing the handling of exceptions in real-world processes. Here, we present results obtained from studying Little-JIL definitions of two processes from different domains—the medical and the digital government domains. The complete definitions of these processes are available at http://laser.cs.umass.edu/processes/exceptions/.

To give a sense of the size of the processes and the relative amount of process content that is devoted to exception handling, we include statistics measuring the number of steps in each process, as well as the number of steps involved in exception handling. While these provide some insight into process size, they might not correlate well with the amount of actual effort required either to define the exception handling in the processes or to perform the exception handling at runtime. Our experience indicates that process performers often carry out the tasks involved in normative process flow in a fairly standard manner, but that significantly more elicitation effort is required in order to
capture what people really do to handle exceptions and to identify the commonality and the variations among different approaches to handling each exception. While the elicitation activity might be time-consuming, the actual definition of the exception handling process may not require very many steps, particularly if the exception handling involves reuse of steps already defined. Thus, in general, our experience suggests that the number of steps in the definition of the exceptional flow often underestimates the effort spent in eliciting and specifying the exceptional flow.

The chemotherapy process definition. The Little-JIL definition of a chemotherapy process was the largest definition of a real-world process that we had access to. At the time this paper was written, the chemotherapy process definition consisted of 467 Little-JIL steps. The definition captures the process of preparation for and administration of outpatient breast cancer chemotherapy. In a period of approximately a year, computer scientists elicited the process from medical professionals working at the D’Amour Center for Cancer Care in Springfield, Massachusetts, and created a Little-JIL definition of that process. Since many medical errors that lead to patient safety hazards occur in atypical, exceptional situations, a great deal of effort was spent in identifying such exceptional situations and specifying them precisely in Little-JIL. In particular, 207 of all 467 steps (or about 44 percent) were used to represent these exceptional situations and their handling in this process definition.

The resulting process definition captured 59 exceptional situations specifying precisely the types of the exceptions, where in the process they occurred, the actions undertaken to remedy the exceptions and the resumption of normal flow after handling the exception. We studied these 59 exceptional situations and tried to determine if and how they related to the patterns in the catalogue. Fig. 26 presents the results of this investigation. Most of the exceptional situations in the chemotherapy process that were captured by the Little-JIL definition seemed to be instances of the patterns in the catalogue. The two exceptional situations that did not easily match any pattern in the catalogue actually seemed to combine elements of both the inserting and the canceling behaviors.

The ODR process definition. The second existing definition that we looked at was a Little-JIL definition of an online dispute resolution (ODR) process that was used to drive a Web-based application for dispute resolution. The definition captures a dispute resolution process used by the National Mediation Board (NMB) to resolve conflicts between two different parties. It was elicited from a mediator working for the NMB. At the time this paper was written, the ODR process definition consisted of 209 Little-JIL steps, 108 of which (or about 52 percent) were part of the exceptional flow.

The ODR Little-JIL process definition specified 19 exceptional situations. Fig. 26 shows how many of them are instances of each of the different exception handling patterns in the catalogue.

Observations. Almost all of the exception handling situations specified in the process definitions we studied (76 out of the 78, or 97.5 percent) were instances of the patterns from the catalogue. This was encouraging, suggesting that exceptions are indeed prevalent in real processes, and underscoring the potential value for enunciating a set of patterns that could be useful in guiding the efforts of people who are attempting to define real-world processes. We hope that defining these process patterns might cause process definers to be more aware of the presence of exceptions, and more comfortable in incorporating them into process definitions.

The variation in levels of usage of the different patterns was also interesting. We note that the Immediate Fixing pattern occurred most frequently in these examples with 36 uses. This seems to be reasonable as agents do seem to be most inclined to try to remedy exceptional situations immediately in the real world. We are less certain of the reasons for the relative scarcity of instances of some of the other patterns. It indeed seems possible that Unordered Alternatives are less prevalent because people innately have preconceived preferences among alternatives, but this is not immediately obvious to us. It is far less obvious why there are so few instances of the Compensation pattern, as this seems to be a relatively common reaction to exceptional circumstances. Here, we are concerned that the relative scarcity of this pattern in our examples might be due to possible bias in the examples themselves. We note that these examples were written in Little-JIL, a notation in which compensation is relatively difficult to specify, suggesting that the facilities of a language might have a noticeable effect upon the process features that are incorporated into a process definition.

Another interesting observation concerns the nesting of exception handling patterns within each other. We said that an instance of pattern A is nested within an instance of pattern B if the instance of A occurs entirely “inside” the exception handler of the instance of B. Ten of the pattern instances (seven from the chemotherapy and three from the ODR case studies) were nested within other patterns. All of the nested patterns, except one, were instances of the Ordered Alternatives pattern. This seems to suggest that when people are dealing with an exceptional situation, they often have a prioritized list of tasks to try in order to fix the problem.

Threats to validity. The results presented above may have been affected by unintentional personal bias in two ways. First, the decision about whether a certain behavior is exceptional or not, and consequently, whether this behavior was considered in the evaluation of the patterns, may have
been biased. The chemotherapy process definition was created by one of the authors of the paper and deciding which behaviors were part of the normative flow and which behaviors were part of the exceptional flow may have been influenced by the author’s awareness of how the exception handling patterns work. To attempt to reduce possible bias in categorization of the exceptions in the chemotherapy process, we also consulted the medical professionals from whom the process was elicited. We asked which behaviors they considered normative and which behaviors they considered exceptional. Their responses did confirm our selection and categorization of the exceptions in that process.

The second process definition (the ODR process definition) was created by a process definition developer who was unaware of the exception handling patterns when creating the definition. Thus, the frequency and distribution of instances of the process patterns should not have been influenced by the work on this paper. This may have affected the distribution of types of exception patterns that were observed, however.

The second source of bias is associated with classifying the exceptional behaviors from the process definitions as instances of the patterns from the catalogue. The precise structure of the patterns we presented in Section 2 was an extremely useful guide in making these classification decisions, but, on a small number of occasions, personal judgment was involved in deciding which pattern a particular exceptional situation used.

**Evaluation of processes in other notations.** We made an attempt to examine process definitions in UML and BPMN. The process definitions that we had access to, however, were focused primarily on normative flow and lacked thorough specification of exceptional flow. For example, we looked at the model-based Simulation, Verification, & Testing (SV&T) process repository created as a part of the MODELPLEX project [3]. The processes were formalized in SPEM2.0 [34] using the EPF Tool [35]. The SV&T process repository contained 47 process diagrams, some of which were at a higher level of abstraction and others were lower level decompositions of the higher level diagrams. There were only a few occasions on which some process behavior modeled with decision nodes could be thought of as exceptional behavior. Thus, there seemed to be six instances of the Rework, one instance of Reject, and one instance of Immediate Fixing in the processes in this repository. The process definitions were, however, specified at a very high level (to make them general) and omitted detail that could allow us to claim with certainty that specified behavior is an instance of a given exception handling pattern. We were unable to gain access to any sizable BPMN process repository for this work. Thus, our evaluation focused on two Little-JIL process definitions that specified a significant amount of exceptional behaviors, and at the same time were detailed and precise enough to allow us to categorize these exceptional behaviors as instances of our patterns.

### 4 Effectiveness of Formalisms in Expressing Exception Handling Patterns

Earlier in this paper, we explained the reasons for using three notations, UML 2.0, BPMN, and Little-JIL, as the vehicles for introducing our patterns. Each offered features that seemed potentially quite useful as vehicles for supporting the definition and illustration of our patterns. Moreover, we note that it has been claimed that “of the standards, UML AD and BPMN are currently the most expressive, the easiest for integration with the interchange and execution level, and possibly the most influential in the near future” [36, p. 11].

The popularity of these notations strongly motivated their use. In addition, we have had considerable experience in designing and using features of Little-JIL that seemed particularly appropriate for dealing with exceptions. Our preliminary expectation, however, was that none of the three seemed to be clearly superior to the other two in its ability to support the specification of all of the patterns.

Our experience has now borne out our initial expectation. All three notations, UML Activity diagrams, BPMN, and Little-JIL, provide the basic mechanisms needed to support effective exception handling. Specifically, all languages offer the ability to throw exceptions, to propagate exceptions to a handler, to catch the exception, and to resume the process at an appropriate point after exception handling. Despite this, we found significant differences in the ways in which the exception handling patterns are expressed in these notations. These differences arise from the fact that there are different constructs available in each notation and that they interact with the exception handling mechanisms in different ways.

For example, Little-JIL seems to offer advantages as a vehicle for defining instances of Ordered and Unordered Alternatives patterns. This is attributable to the presence of the Try and Choice step kinds that are present in Little-JIL. Combining these step kinds with exception handlers that use “continue” semantics provides direct support for the definition of these patterns. This also serves the useful purpose of making it clear that the handling of an exception is being defined in this way. It is harder to identify the occurrence of either of these types of exception handling patterns in UML and BPMN. In these notations, the Ordered Alternative pattern is represented as cascading exception handlers. This makes it less obvious at a glance that these represent alternative ways to perform a single task. The Unordered Alternatives pattern requires the use of a looping construct to allow the untried alternatives to be attempted. This makes it less obvious that an Unordered Alternatives pattern is intended, since this type of use of a loop is hard to distinguish from any of a number of other types of use of the looping construct.

The Immediate Fixing and Deferred Fixing patterns seem to be captured equally well in all notations. In all three notations, Immediate Fixing is easily represented by an exception handler that remedies the situation and quickly returns to the normative control flow. In Little-JIL and UML, this is accomplished by attaching the exception handler at the right place in the call hierarchy such that control will continue appropriately on the handler’s completion. In BPMN, the control flow coming out of the exception handler merges back into the normative flow with an explicit edge. In all notations, the Deferred Fixing pattern is less clear. This is because the pattern requires both some immediate action, which is easily represented, and also some data flow to allow the exception handling to be completed at some other point in the process, which may be arbitrarily distant from where the exception occurred.
Graphical notations most naturally work best when one needs to express relationships between parts of a process that are close to each other. It should not be surprising then that the Deferred Fixing pattern can easily be obscured by the distance between the logger and the fixer.

The Reject pattern again seems to be easily expressed in all notations as it involves simply abandoning a process or a portion of a process when an exception occurs. The Compensate pattern is more tricky to define as deciding which actions need to be compensated for requires knowing which actions have completed. Here, BPMN’s Compensation mechanism makes it very simple to attach compensating operations to individual actions. The runtime system can use its knowledge of the state of the process to determine which actions are complete and therefore require compensation. In contrast, Little-JIL and UML do not have a construct for compensation. As a result, the process modeler must place tests in the exception handler itself to determine which actions to compensate. Also, the compensating actions are defined separately from the actions they are compensating for, leading to a tighter coupling between the actions and the exception handler than we see in BPMN.

In conclusion, we see that the basic mechanisms of exception handling are expressed adequately in all languages. However, the inclusion of additional language constructs can lead to clearer depiction of some important exception handling patterns. Thus, the Choice and Try control flow operators of Little-JIL as well as the Compensation construct of BPMN facilitate the expression of certain exception handling patterns.

5 RELATED WORK

Exceptional situations arise frequently during the execution of processes. In recognition of this, many process and workflow languages include constructs to allow for the definition of exception handlers (for example, Little-JIL [32], WIDE [37], OPERA [38], and GAT [39]). While researchers continue to study how best to provide exception handling mechanisms within process languages, exception handling has become more mainstream with its inclusion in languages like WS-BPEL [40], [41] and products like IBM’s WebSphere [42].

Exception handling is a common approach to fault tolerance in software systems. Avizienis et al. [43] present a taxonomy of error handling techniques: rollback, roll-forward, and compensation. This categorization of exception handling strategies has been applied to process modeling. Golani and Gal [44] describe rollback and stepping forward in process modeling. In their model, an exception handler is expected to perform first its set of rollback tasks and then its set of stepping forward tasks, although they do note that either or both sets of tasks may be empty. Our work focuses more on the composition of the exception handling tasks with normal process tasks to identify higher level patterns. Within the exception handlers themselves, we expect there to be tasks involved in rollback and stepping forward.

Hagen and Alonso [38] suggest that workflow tasks be characterized as being retrievable, compensatable, both, or neither. In their model, exception handlers may undo the actions of compensatable tasks and attempt retrievable tasks, perhaps in a different fashion. Our Ordered Alternatives, Unordered Alternatives, and Retry patterns are three patterns of exception handling that capture the notion of retrying tasks. In contrast, the Immediate Fixing, Deferred Fixing, and Compensate patterns primarily compensate for failed tasks. We find the Hagen and Alonso distinction to not be entirely clear, however, as retrying a task may also require compensating for the alternatives already attempted, while fixing a problem caused by a task may also involve performing the original task in an alternative fashion that is only appropriate in the exception handling context.

Li et al. [45] define a rich set of continuation semantics for where control should flow following an exception. Many of these fit very nicely into the exception handling patterns we have defined here. In particular, their Replace continuation supports the Alternatives patterns and Retry is analogous to our Retry pattern. Zeng et al. [46] support a similar set of exception handling actions. In particular, their Retry action is analogous to our Retry pattern, their Alternative and Replace actions are similar to our Alternatives patterns, and their Compensate action is similar to our Compensate pattern. Schäfer et al. [47] define an extended transaction model that supports internal exception handling to avoid costly transaction aborts when possible. They allow for the substitution of alternative Web services when one fails, which is an example of our Alternatives pattern. They also allow for update messages to be sent to an active transaction to correct its behavior, which is an interesting example of our Immediate Fixing pattern. All of these efforts differ significantly from our approach in that they focus on specific exception handling primitives. While they also provide motivation and guidance on the use of these primitives, they stop short of attempting to codify the situations that are to be dealt with and the specifics of how to do so. Our approach is aimed at addressing the key higher level issues of identifying and codifying the patterns commonly used in exception handling that transcend specific notations. The presence of these primitives reinforces the idea that the patterns presented in this paper are genuine patterns that represent common approaches to exception handling.

In more closely related work, Russell et al. [28] discuss exception handling patterns in workflow. They approach exception handling patterns by identifying four dimensions associated with exception handling mechanisms: the nature of the exception, if and how the work item that encounters the exception continues, whether other work items are canceled as a result of the exception, and whether there is any rollback or compensation performed. Based on this analysis, they suggest that these four dimensions are used to derive a universe of exception handling patterns. They essentially suggest that each of the different combinations of the possible choices from each of these four dimensions be considered to be an exception handling pattern, without regard to whether these combinations are commonly used in practice and without providing a description of the workflow problems that the pattern might be suitable for addressing. Thus, it is still left to the workflow designer to understand the mechanisms at their most basic level. Identifying these combinations may be useful as a benchmark to determine the exception handling capabilities of a process language. On the other hand, these combinations do little to aid process designers in identifying and reusing...
existing high-level solutions since no general higher level purpose for a particular combination is provided to guide the designer in choosing a pattern to use. The combinations that Russell et al. identify also lack names that might suggest their usefulness. Instead, they name the patterns with acronyms derived from the choices made out of each of the four dimensions. For example, they identify 30 patterns associated with expired deadlines alone, two of which are called OCO-CWC-NIL and ORO-CWC-NIL. Our approach differs from the approach of Russell et al. in that it is driven by recognition of patterns that we have identified through our work in defining processes in multiple domains. We thus approach the identification of patterns in a top-down manner, analyzing uses of exception handling to generalize and extract patterns that we believe to be useful beyond the specific processes in which we have found them.

6 Conclusions

We have found the exception handling patterns described here to be useful in raising the abstraction level of process models. They provide a way of approaching exception handling by providing a framework of questions we can ask. Can we fix the problem immediately? Is there another alternative the process should offer? Should we reject this input entirely?

Just as there are many uses of classes that do not play roles in object-oriented design patterns, we expect that there are needs for exception handling in processes that cannot be met by any of the patterns we define here. Thus, in this work, we do not consider all legal ways of combining exception handling mechanisms. Rather, we have focused on combinations that we have encountered repeatedly in our work in defining processes in such diverse domains as software engineering, business, negotiation, and healthcare. While we believe that the diversity of these domains confirms our claim that the patterns are general purpose in nature, we certainly do not believe that this catalog is complete and we expect that it will grow over time.

While some patterns are easier to express in some notations than others, we also believe that the patterns are notation-independent. On the other hand, the presence of particular constructs within a notation affects the ways in which one models processes. In fact, our experience with examining real processes indicates that many processes do not include exception handling in their descriptions. This may be partly due to the noncritical nature of the processes, but it may also be at least partly due to the absence of constructs that are conducive to representing exception handling well in those notations. We hope that this study on exception handling patterns will encourage process modelers to include exception handling in their processes more often and help process language designers consider constructs to facilitate exception handling more carefully.

Appendix A

Three Process Modeling Notations

In this section, we present brief introductions to UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams, BPMN, and Little-JIL, the notations we used throughout the paper, as assistance to readers who are unfamiliar with any of these notations. As noted earlier, our experience suggests that each notation has strengths and weaknesses in its ability to present the patterns clearly. Thus, we have concluded that the use of multiple process modeling notations seems most effective for this presentation.

It is important to note that we do not attempt to describe all of the features of these languages. Doing so would require more space than is available to us, and would repeat needlessly details that are readily available from existing literature. Instead, in this section, we simply summarize informally those features of each language that we have found to be effective in supporting the clear and precise definition of the exception management patterns that are the subject of this paper.

A.1 UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [30] encompasses a collection of graphical representations that are used widely to represent various aspects of software systems. For example, Class Diagrams are useful in representing the static structure of a software system, while Sequence Diagrams are useful in capturing details of the runtime interaction between objects. Of particular interest to us in this work is the Activity Diagram, which is well suited to representing processes. Additions to the notation with version 2.0 are particularly useful in defining various aspects of exception handling.

A.1.1 Representing Processes with Activity Diagrams

A UML Activity is the basic building block used in representing processes or subprocesses. An activity is drawn as a large rounded rectangle as shown by the Hotel Reservation Process activity in Fig. 4. Smaller rectangles that cross the boundary of the activity rectangle are used to represent the inputs and outputs of the activity, while the actions that comprise the activity itself are represented by means of control and object flow diagrams located within the activity rectangle. Activities can have preconditions and postconditions, which describe the context in which the activity can be used and the effect of the activity.

An activity is composed of individual elements called actions, which are single, atomic steps that cannot be decomposed further. A rounded rectangle containing only a name is an opaque action as shown by the updateAuthorizedAlternatives action in Fig. 6. An OpaqueAction is an action about which there is no further description. As such it is particularly appropriate for use in representing activities with implementation-specific semantics or activities that represent human actions like Identify Classes in an object-oriented design process. Actions labeled with CallBehaviorAction invoke an activity that is defined elsewhere within the process, as in Alternatives in Fig. 6. Actions can be grouped together into a StructuredNode, represented by a rounded rectangle drawn with dashed lines, as shown in Fig. 4, which allows them to be protected by an Exception Handler. The body of the exception handler is itself defined by actions.

Fig. 27 shows the control nodes defined in UML 2.0. A Decision Node is used to define conditional branches. It indicates that a choice must be made among the indicated set of control flow edges emanating from the decision node. Guards written in Object Constraint Language (OCL) [48] may be attached to these edges for use in determining how
this choice is to be made. A MergeNode is used to specify that the completion of any of the multiple alternate actions shown as inputs to the merge node is sufficient to cause the initiation of execution of the action that follows the merge node. In order to express concurrency as well as synchronization, UML2.0 defines, respectively, ForkNode and JoinNode. All nodes at the heads of edges having a fork node at their tails can execute concurrently, thereby specifying the initiation of parallel threads. A JoinNode synchronizes parallel threads by specifying that the join node’s execution does not complete until the completion of the execution of all nodes at the tails of all edges for which the join node is the head. In addition, there are initial and final nodes that represent the actions of starting and ending the execution of an activity.

To support greater expressiveness in specifying flow of control alternatives, UML 2.0 also includes the Conditional Node, as shown in Fig. 6, which specifies more details of conditional behavior than the Decision Node described earlier. A conditional node contains within it a test and a body. The Test is expressed using the same components as activities use (such as Actions, Control and Object Nodes, and control and object flows), allowing for much richer semantics than the guards attached to the edges of a Decision Node. In addition, it is possible to attach to a Conditional Node an exception handler that indicates how to handle exceptions that arise from either the test or the body of the Conditional Node.

### A.1.2 Exception Handling Mechanisms

Prior to version 2.0 of UML, it was necessary to combine the use of class and interaction or state diagrams to model exceptions, but new semantics have been added to UML 2.0 activity diagrams in the form of the RaiseExceptionAction and ExceptionHandler metaclasses to provide far stronger support for the specification of exception handling. The RaiseExceptionAction represents an action that causes an exception to be raised. This creates a typed exception object, terminates the immediately containing activity, action, or StructuredNode, and initiates a search for an ExceptionHandler that matches the type of the exception object. The search starts within the activity where the exception is raised. If there is a match, the handler catches the exception. If there are multiple matches, a tool or profile-specific implementer task must determine which handler catches the exception. If the exception is not caught by any handler in the activity, then the search repeats, propagating to the next immediately enclosing structured node or activity. If the exception is not caught there, and the action that invoked the activity is synchronous, then the exception propagates up to that action. The process of exception propagation continues until the exception is caught, or reaches the topmost level of the system. Otherwise, if the action that invoked the activity is asynchronous, the exception is lost.

An exception handler body has the same access to its surrounding context as its protected node (that is, the Structured Node, action, or activity to which it is attached). The exception handler may be defined by means of actions, edges, objects, and control nodes. When the handler body completes execution, it is as if the protected node had completed execution. The combination of the protected node, RaiseExceptionAction, and ExceptionHandler corresponds to the traditional try and catch blocks in programming languages like Java.

### A.2 BPMN

The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a graphical notation designed particularly for use in modeling business processes. BPMN was developed in 2001 by the Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI). In 2006, it was adopted by the Object Management Group (OMG). OMG now manages this notation, including its latest version BPMN 1.2 [31]. Similarly to UML activity diagrams, BPMN is a flowchart style process language. This form was chosen in order to make BPMN easy to use by business domain experts, while also being readily translatable into executable form (specifically BPEL, the Business Process Execution Language [40]). BPMN has been widely adopted by business users and vendors of process modeling tools.

### A.2.1 Representing Processes with BPMN

The core modeling elements in BPMN are Activities, Events, and Gateways [49].

An Activity is represented as a rounded rectangle, as shown in Fig. 28. There are two basic classes of activities: Task (atomic activity) and Sub-Process (nonatomic activity). Sub-Processes may be represented as either collapsed (hiding all lower level activities) or expanded (showing all lower level activities). Collapsed Sub-Processes resemble tasks graphically but have an additional + sign in the bottom center of the shape. Expanded Sub-Processes are enlarged to contain the lower level activities within the boundaries of the Sub-Process. Fig. 28 also includes two specialized Activities: Multi-Instance and Transaction. A Multi-Instance is an Activity that has multiple instances and is represented as using three vertical lines at the bottom center. A Transaction is based on a formal business relationship and unanimous agreement among two or more participants. It is represented as a Sub-Process with a double-line boundary.

An Event is represented as a circle, as shown in Fig. 29. An event can start (Start Event) or end (End Event) a
process, or can occur during a process (Intermediate Event). Events are caused by triggers, such as the arrival of a message. Fig. 29 provides an overview of the triggers used in the definition and illustration of the exception handling patterns in this paper. They include Message (a message is sent or received), Cancel (a transaction is canceled), Multiple (a collection of possible triggers), Compensation (an “undo” trigger), Error (an error occurs), Signal (a signal is broadcast or received), and None (undefined trigger). All Start Events catch triggers and all End Events throw triggers. Intermediate Events can either throw or catch triggers. When modeling Events in a specific process, they are usually labeled to define instances of their triggers.

A Gateway is represented as a diamond. A Gateway splits or merges the flow of a process. There are four classes of Gateways, as shown in Fig. 30: Exclusive (XOR), Inclusive (OR), Parallel (AND), and Complex (user-defined mechanism). When using Exclusive or Inclusive Gateways for specifying alternative flows of control, conditions must be attached to all of the edges for which the Gateway is at the tail.

The three core modeling elements are connected by different types of edges, depicted as arrows. One type of edge, called Sequence Flow and depicted by a solid arrow, represents the order of activities in the process. Another type of edge, called an Association and depicted by a dotted arrow, shows how a Data Object that is the output of one activity is passed to another activity to become its input. Uses of these edges can be seen in Fig. 12.

A.2.2 Exception Handling Mechanisms

Exception handling in BPMN is commonly modeled using the notion of Exception Flow. Here, an exception is represented as an Intermediate (“catch”) Event with a specified trigger attached to the boundary of an activity, as shown in Fig. 8. When the Event is detected, the activity in which it occurs is immediately interrupted and the execution of the process continues along a new path, the Exception Flow, originating from the Intermediate Event. Exceptions may be triggered from within the activity to which the Event is attached (for example, when the car runs out of gas on the way to work), or from other locations internal or external to the process (for example, when the road on which you are driving is closed due to an accident). The trigger used in Fig. 8 and for all of the patterns presented in this paper is the Multiple trigger, based on its broad coverage of various triggers.

An Exception Flow may be used to define a completely new path, to terminate the process in which the exception has occurred, to rejoin the nominal (or “happy”) path (called the Normal Flow), as shown in Fig. 8, or to loop back to a preceding activity.

A special class of exception handling mechanisms in BPMN is Compensation, as shown in Fig. 22. Compensation rolls back some of the effects of a Transaction. A Cancellation Event (for example, cancellation of a delivery), attached to the boundary of the Transaction, will interrupt the Transaction and make the process continue along the Exception Flow specified. However, before starting the Exception Flow, any completed activities within the Transaction that have Compensation activities are undone by explicitly defined rollback activities (for example, reimbursement of a deposit). This is modeled by attaching a Compensation Event (represented using a “rewind” symbol) to the boundary of that activity, and connecting it via a directed Association to a special kind of activity, a Compensation activity.

A.3 Little-JIL

Little-JIL [32] is a hierarchically scoped process language with a graphical syntax, semantics that are precisely defined by finite-state machines [50], and a runtime environment that allows execution on a distributed platform [51]. The basic unit of Little-JIL processes is the step, represented graphically by an iconic black bar, as shown in Fig. 31. It is useful and reasonable to think of a Little-JIL step as a procedure. Thus, in particular, a step declares a scope and
includes an interface, represented by the circle at the top of the figure. Among other things, the interface identifies which exceptions a step might throw. Pre and postrequisites, represented by the triangles to the left and right sides of the step name, may be used to specify, respectively, processes that are responsible for checking that the step can be performed, and that the step was performed correctly.

A.3.1 Representing Processes with Little-JIL

Little-JIL substep decomposition is represented by having substeps connected to the left side of the parent step by edges. Each parent step specifies the execution order of its substeps using one of the four sequencing icons, as shown in Fig. 32, which appears in the step bar above the point where the substep edges are attached. There are four different sequencing icons: sequential, which indicates that the substeps are executed in order from left to right; parallel, which indicates that the substeps can be executed in any (possibly interleaved) order; choice, which allows any one of the substeps to be executed; and try, which indicates that the substeps are executed left to right until one succeeds. The choice and try sequencers both offer an opportunity for the process modeler to represent that there may be multiple ways of accomplishing an activity. The key difference is that in the case of the choice sequencer, all of the alternatives are presented to the process performer, often a human, who can decide which of the choice substeps to perform. In contrast, the try sequencer defines an order in which the alternatives should be attempted.

A.3.2 Exception Handling Mechanisms

A parent step may offer exception handling facilities to its descendant steps. These facilities are defined by exception handlers connected to the parent by edges attached to the right side of the parent’s step bar immediately below an X. Each exception edge is annotated to identify the type of exception that it handles. Exception handling in Little-JIL is divided into three parts: signaling that an exceptional condition has occurred, determining what steps are invoked to handle the exceptional condition and then executing those steps, and, finally, determining how the process should proceed after the specified steps have been completed.

Copying programming languages such as Java, a Little-JIL step signals an exceptional condition by throwing an exception object. Unlike such languages, however, Little-JIL steps are guarded by prerequisites and postrequisites, which function much like assert statements and signal their failure by throwing exceptions as well. Similar to preconditions and postconditions in some traditional programming languages, the bundling of a step together with its requisites creates a scope that cleanly separates the task from its checking, but ensures that the step can only be called in the proper context, and specifies the guarantees that the step can make to its callers. As in a traditional programming language, once an exception has been thrown, determining how the exception should be handled is done by searching up the stack of invoking ancestor steps. Once a handler for the exception has been located and executed, the process specification is consulted to determine how execution should proceed. Unlike most contemporary languages, which generally only permit the handling scope to complete successfully, or throw an exception, Little-JIL offers four different exception continuations, as shown in Fig. 33:

- **Completion**, represented by a check mark icon on the edge connecting the handler to its parent step, corresponds to the usual semantics from traditional programming languages. The step to which the exception handler is attached is finished and execution continues as specified by its parent.
- **Continuation**, represented by a right arrow icon, indicates that the step to which the exception handler is attached should proceed with its execution as though the substep that threw the exception had succeeded. It is important to note that this is not the same as the traditional resumption semantics—if several levels of the step’s ancestors had to be searched before finding a matching handler, this continuation will result in exiting from all of the ancestor steps.
- **Restart**, represented by a backward pointing arrow, restarts the step to which the handler is attached.
- **Rethrow**, represented by an up arrow, allows the handler to propagate the triggering exception up to an enclosing scope as in a usual programming language.

The continuation icon is placed on the edge connecting the exception handler to its parent. In case the exception handler has no steps associated with it, the continuation icon is embedded in a circle at the end of the continuation handler’s edge (as shown in Fig. 31).
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